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This Mammillaria lasiacantha was photographed in a remote area of New 
Mexico, just north of Dell City, Texas by Chris Ginkel.  “This golf ball-sized 
cactus can be found stuck in some of the strangest predicaments in rocky 
limestone hills,” Chris says.  Many of us can identify with this little plant, 

having survived one of the strangest years in our lifetime.  Happy Holidays 
to all, and give a cheer for a better 2021.



WHEN THE RAINS COME by John Alcock       Reviewed by Chris Willis 

John Alcock is a retired professor from ASU’s School of Life Science.  His field of study 
and focus while at ASU included the mating systems of Sonoran Desert insects.  In this 
delightful and informative book, using his powers of observation, Alcock documents flora 
and fauna adaptations throughout the drought year of 2006.  The book, published in 
2009, includes many photos of the landscape, saguaros, palo verde trees, insects, 
along with a host of other desert adapted critters. 

John Alcock has a deep love of the Sonoran Desert.  No palo verde tree seedling is too 
small, nor saguaro too old to escape his notice.  His engaging writing style kept me 
interested from beginning to end.  During the three decades that he taught and 
conducted research at ASU, Alcock and his wife lived in Tempe.  Many of his 
observations originate from the Usery Mountain Regional Park, not far from Tempe.  A 
favored location was a ridge between the two highest points on Usery Peak.  

The book’s focus begins in January 2006 
and continues month-by-month until 
December 2006.  Throughout the book, 
the author covers the good, the bad and 
the ugly.  In January, high above the 
desert floor, he comments on the urban 
sprawl he sees from his ridge top on Usery 
Peak.  Next is an introduction to a large 
saguaro that he has named Michael 
Johnson.  Alcock so named this cactus in 
honor of a colleague who died at a young 
age.  A study concerning how to determine 
the age of saguaros is mentioned (p. 11). 

The month of February covers diverse 
topics including littering, urban changes to 
the landscape, fire in the desert, and the 
effects of drought on the land and all that 
live there.  A notable event in March is the 
first rainfall in 143 days.  In these March 
chapters, the reader will find topics on 
buffelgrass, target shooting, palo verde 

trees, and some of the author’s favorite insects.  Alcock mentions a study by Taly 
Drezner who discovered that whether a young saguaro lived or died was, in part, a 
function of the highest temperature recorded in July annually. 

The chapters on April note how the desert responds after a March rain.  He is much 
taken with a symmetrical saguaro he locates in the Userys.  Next comes the month of 
May.  Topics in May cover observations at the Sonoran Desert National Monument, 
urban sprawl, urban wildlife, and digger bees. Alcock makes the statement that in his 
opinion, “What we have then is a massive unplanned, unregulated experiment in 
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ecological change…” (p. 129).  I found it interesting to learn there are 21 species of 
native bees that collect pollen only at creosote bushes.  I also learned ironwood trees 
flower when saguaros flower. 

The June chapters feature observations of lizards and saguaro fruit.  Alcock presents a 
series of photographs of the fruit from a particular saguaro.  He discusses the creatures 
who pollinate these types of flowers and those who eat the fruit as well.  In the July 
chapters, he mentions a monsoon drizzle, a heat wave, ants, a diamondback 
rattlesnake, a pseudo-storm, red brome grass, and the effects of an old burn. 

August is entitled “The Beginning of the End (of Summer).”  Our author is once more 
back at his post on the ridge between the two tallest points of Usery Peak.  He wonders 
if the number of water bottles he brought will be enough.  The heat is sweltering.  This 
month’s focus is on lizards and insects.  Alcock is on the lookout for a favored subject—
the hill-topping mating system of insects.  I know butterflies use this system.  However, 
before reading this book, I was unaware that wasps, flies and other flying insects hill-
topped as well. 

Now mid-September has arrived.  During this month, Alcock travels to the Superstition 
Mountains.  He hikes along the Hackberry Trail noting changes in the landscape since 
his last visit to the area.  His destination is the Red Tanks.  Along the way, he 
encounters a Gila monster, red-spotted toads and cow pies.  The pies lead our author to 
a discussion of dairy cattle operators and the amount of water one cow needs daily to 
survive.  Another September topic is the San Pedro River conservation effort.  

October arrives.  Alcock welcomes autumn with a drive to the Sonoran Desert National 
Monument to look at Hohokam petroglyphs.  A partner joins him on the hike.  But first, 
they collect two large plastic bags with trash that was in the small parking area.  They 
wander around the hills and gullies until the petroglyph site is found.  This month’s 
recollections end with noting a trip to a petroglyph site in the Eagletail Wilderness.  

October flows into November.  We find the author back at his favorite location in the 
Userys.  Various insects are noted, especially the hill-toppers.  Alcock makes another 
trip to the Sonoran Desert National Monument.  Here he discovers that a fence has 
been cut wide enough for a vehicle to pass through.  He also finds clothing, water 
bottles and other items that lead him to believe people are using this location to enter 
the country illegally. 

December signals the end of the year and end of the book as well.  The year ended as 
it began, in a drought.  Alcock notes that during 2006, he visited the Usery Mountains 83 
times.  He reviews changes in the Userys witnessed during the past year.  He labels 
himself a “privileged observer in these hills, wonderfully rich as they are in drought 
adapted cacti, rock wrens, jojobas, and hill-topping insects” (p. 320).  

I found this to be a very enjoyable and educational read.  Stop by the club’s library and 
check it out.  I hope you enjoy the book as much as I did. 
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THANK YOU TO NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTORS               By Editor Sue Hakala 

During this year of COVID-19, the newsletter seemed to be a vital connection with our 
members.  So many people contribute to make it educational and interesting every 
month.  Be sure to thank all the photographers and writers who submitted items for our 
newsletter.  Our contributors this year were:  Chris Ginkel, Rita Gosnell, Nancy 
Mumpton, Tom Gatz, Helena VonDrakenstein, Michelle Schrade, Rich Zeh, Gard Roper, 
Jo Davis, Tom Briggs, Wayne MacDonald, Thom Young, Scott McMahon, Javier 
Gurrola, Elton Roberts, Lynn Friedman, Emily Reissen, Sue Hakala, Dan Smith, Lee 
Brownson, Nick Diomede, Cricket Peterson, Ron Parker, Kim Andrews, Tristan Davis, 
Ken Luiten, Jan Emming, Jason Wiley, Diana Crummey, Barbara O’Connor, Bob 
Torrest, Eric Lundberg, Jeff Moore, Thomas Rankin, Chuck Brush, Judy Mielke, Dyana 
Hesson, Beth Kirkpatrick, Anne Ellis, Wendy Barrett, Javan Larson, SooWai Eng, Eric 
Van Dessel, Walker Young, Dianne Fellow Morazan, Karina Mondragon De Nica, Gerri 
Dames, Phillip Ruttenbur, Rosario Douglas, Ric Lopez, and Cliff Fielding.   

Nick Diomede serves as technical 
advisor for the Central Spine.  He 
also has a computer program that 
can enhance photos so they look 
their very best, and runs every 
picture that appears in the 
newsletter through it.  You may 
have noticed that Nick also 
redesigned our masthead. 

Nancy Mumpton, proofreader 
extraordinaire, our other 
anonymous proofreader, plus 
Barbara Macnider and I, 
endeavor to produce a product 
free of errors.  Thank you for your 
help with this arduous task. 

Thank you all; it wouldn’t happen 
without you. 

If you have an idea for an article, 
regular feature, comments, 
suggestions, etc., please submit 
to 
CACSScentralspine@gmail.com.  
It will help to make our newsletter 
great.  As you can see, it’s indeed 
a club effort!   
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A scene from Usery Mountain Regional Park.
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Rich Zeh has provided us with the best COVID-19 virus attire that any succulent lover could want . 

Central Arizona Cactus and Succulent Society, a 501(c) (3) non-profit organization, 
established in 1973, is an affiliate of the Cactus and Succulent Society of America.  We 

are grateful to the Desert Botanical Garden for providing our meeting space and 
supporting our projects.

 Be sure to visit CACSS on the web at: centralarizonacactus.org, 
Facebook, Instagram and YouTube at:  CentralArizonaCactus, and 

members only at:  CentralArizonaCactus Swap and Shop.



ELECTION RESULTS FOR 2021 

President:  Cricket Peterson 
Secretary:  Lauren Marks 
Treasurer:  Nick Diomede 

Members-at-large for term expiring in 2021:  Tom Briggs, Pam Edsall, Russell Faust, 
Celeste Gornick, Lois Schneberger 

Members-at-large for term expiring in 2022:  Chris Ginkel, Emily Green, Joanne 
Johnson,  Barbara Macnider, Dan Smith 

HOLIDAY GIFT IDEAS FOR THE CACTUS AND SUCCULENT LOVER 

• Uncommongoods.com vintage puzzle of lots of different cactus $20 

• Perkypet.com cactus top-fill glass hummingbird feeder $27 

• QVC Artland 4 piece cactus sipper glasses with wood caddy $38 

• Your favorite cactus or succulent picture on a Shutterfly mug 

• Gift certificate for Arizona Cactus Sales in Chandler   
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DIGITOSTIGMA (ASTROPHYTUM) CAPUT-MEDUSAE       By Elton Roberts 
The Cactus and Succulent Society of America has recognized Elton as a master grower.  This article has 
been condensed with his permission. 
  
The plant was discovered in 2001 by Velazco and Nevdrez in the state of Nuevo Leon, 
Mexico.  They named it Digitostigma caput-medusae in 2002.  In 2003, David Hunt had 
to jump in before the ink was dry and change the name to Astrophytum caput-medusae.  
Many people still use the original name, as I do, and there are many that give credence 
to Hunt and use the name Astrophytum.  It is years after the plant was discovered, and I 
still have not seen any plants on a sale table. 

  
It is a strange looking plant.  The tubercles are, on my plant, about 5” long.  The areole 
is about .5” in from the tip of the tubercle.  Easier seen in the photo are the spines at the 
very tip of the tubercle.  After an areole has bloomed, its flower leaves a “hole.”  The 
spines seem to fall out on their own, and all that is left is the hole with some wool 
around it.  

The white “felt” (farina) on the plant is probably to reflect the sunlight and keep it from 
overheating the tubercle.  Being no larger in diameter than a pencil, I would think it 
needs all the help it can get to keep from drying out.   
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The tubercles grow from a tuberous root, and the top of it looks almost like a brush with 
brownish hairs sticking up here and there.  If you get a plant, remember that tuberous 
root, and give it a fast draining soil mix and a pot deep enough for the root as it will 
slowly grow downwards.  They should be kept dry over the winter. 
  
My plant has bloomed several times in the spring and summer.  The flower is yellow 
with a red base and funnel shaped.  The flower tube has wool and spines about three-
fourths of the way up the flower.   

I’ve had a problem in not seeing it when it blooms.  When I thought this one would 
bloom, it waited several more days.  When it does bloom, it waits until mid afternoon to 
open a flower.  At times, it only stays open 1-1.5 hours.  Many times I have waited for a 
flower to open and it does not open.  The next day, I can go out and the flower is dying.  
So far there has been a window of only a couple of hours to see the flower open.  I now 
know to go check it out late in the afternoon.  
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Publication of material in the Central Spine does not imply agreement with the ideas expressed therein by any portion of the 
membership of the CACSS, nor does it constitute an endorsement or support for any portion of such material by the CACSS, or the 

Central Spine, regardless of any position or office held by the author.  All such material represents a comment and/or personal 
opinion of the author. 



BEGINNER’S CORNOR:  WINTER REST FOR PLANTS 

Growth in most cactus and succulents occurs during the spring and summer when they 
need warmth, sun and regular watering.  Then they need to rest and go dormant in the 
colder months.  They still need to have sun.  Winter rest encourages flowering in the 
spring and summer.  In fact, it’s necessary to get flowers in many cactus.   

Some plants are dormant at different times of the year.  It’s important to know where 
your plant comes from in the wild so you can learn what time of year it needs to rest. 

To read more about winter care of plants, be sure to visit the club website, hover over 
Newsletters, select Newsletter archives, then Miscellaneous Index.  Scroll down to the 
winter heading. 

PEST PROBLEM SOLUTION              By Shirley Berry 

Adapted from the CSSA To the Point newsletter, January 1998 

We live in an area surrounded by wildlife which I enjoy and welcome, except when they 
decide to disfigure my plants.  My plants grow outside on slotted benches.  We have 
rabbits, squirrels and skunks.  We’ve lived compatibly until a few years ago when they 
took chunks out of the plants. 

I used Vicks VapoRub as an animal repellent.  It is clean and the scent is effective for 
years.  I put some along the edge of the benches, under the lips of an occasional pot 
and seven years later, not a creature has chewed my plants.  
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE                By Chris Ginkel  

Dear Fellow CACSS Members:  In my final President's Message I want to say Thank 
You!  Thank You!  Thank You!  I am very grateful for the opportunity you gave me to 
serve as president of the Central Arizona Cactus and Succulent Society.  At the 
beginning of 2020, I had everything planned out as to how the year would unfold for our 
society.  I felt it was going to be a great year, and together we would have a lot of fun.  
The pandemic put a big wrinkle in the plans that we had for the CACSS.  We constantly 
had to adapt and change as the year unfolded.  Our society was able to have two 
general meetings, two PEG meetings, a scaled back MEGA Silent & Live Auction, and 
five presentations on our YouTube Channel.  As I write this message, a sixth 
presentation is being uploaded to our YouTube Channel for your viewing pleasure.  
Karen Zimmerman is allowing us to use the recording of her webinar presentation she 
gave to the Cactus and Succulent Society of America on November 14.  It is titled Aloes 
On My Mind:  Exploring Aloe Hybrids One Generation at a Time.  

Thank you for your continued patience and understanding during these difficult times.  I 
know some of you were frustrated with the cancellations of in-person meetings and our 
Annual Show and Sale.  We look forward to having these events in the future but, for 
now, everyone's safety is our primary concern.  I personally feel we will see a return to 
normality at some point in 2021. 

Thank You for your continued support of the Central Arizona Cactus and Succulent 
Society.  Due to new memberships, renewals and donations we were able to keep going 
in 2020 and help other organizations as well.  Because of you, we were able to make 
generous donations to both the Desert Botanical Garden and Boyce Thompson 
Arboretum to try to help them during these difficult times.  Even with a lack of in-person 
events and meetings, there are still bills the CACSS has to pay to keep going.  
Honorariums are paid to speakers for their YouTube presentations.  We have computer 
and internet fees, insurance, printing, storage, and other expenses that are part of 
operating our society.  

In 2021, we plan on providing you with presentations either at in-person meetings or on 
a platform such as YouTube or Zoom.  Our newsletters will continue.  We plan on 
continuing the Pumice Pile events to provide you with low cost pumice for your plants.  
We will continue to maintain our website and continue our presence on Facebook.  I feel 
that we have one of the best cactus and succulent groups on Facebook.  With your help 
we would like to continue supporting the Desert Botanical Garden and, if possible, other 
organizations.  We hope you will stick with us in 2021.  We will do our best to earn your 
continued support.  I want to wish each of you and your families the happiest of 
holidays!  

As always, do not hesitate to contact me with your questions or concerns through 
Facebook Messenger.  
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CENTRALARIZONACACTUS FB PAGE                By Michelle Schrade 

One of the intriguing things 
about cactus and succulents is 
how interesting and 
aesthetically pleasing they 
look close-up.  Whether it be a 
close-up of a Ferocactus 
colorful spines or the exquisite 
geometric design of 
Mammillaria, close-ups 
accentuate their loveliness.  
November’s Cactus and 
Succulent of the Month feature 
vibrant color and beautiful 
design.  Enjoy!   

You can join the 
CentralArizonaCactus FB 
page at:  https.www/
facebook.com/group/cacss2/   
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Succulent of the Month:  
Huernia striata posted by 

SooWai Eng on November 11. 

Cactus of the Month:  
Fouquieria fasciculata posted 

by Bob Perrill on November 21.

http://facebook.com/group/cacss2/


CACTUS & SUCCULENT REVIEW 

Be sure to read the latest issue of this free online magazine and subscribe.  There are 
many excellent articles in the 60-page issue.  Just a few are: 

• Azorella compacta, truly one of the weirdest plants you will ever see 
• Huernia pillansii 
• Climate Change:  A Warming Climate and Us 
• The Atacama 
• Risks to Dwarf Succulents from Climate Change 
• Haworthia splendens 
• Interesting Euphorbias 
• Black Aeoniums 
• A Trip to Chile and so much more 

2021 CACSS DUES ARE DUE             By Membership Chair Beth Kirkpatrick 

If you have not yet paid your 2021 dues, you have until December 31, 2020 to keep 
your CACSS membership current.  
You can print the membership form in this newsletter (next page) and surface mail it, or 
you can pay via PayPal or credit card on the club website by clicking: https://
centralarizonacactus.org/membership/ 
If you are unsure if your dues are paid, Beth Kirkpatrick at 
centralarizonacactus@gmail.com will be able to check for you. 
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! New     ! Renewal     ! PayPal           Date: ________________ 

CENTRAL ARIZONA CACTUS AND SUCCULENT SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP FORM 

For new and renewal membership, complete this form and make check payable to CACSS.  

Mail to:  CACSS, PO Box 63572, Phoenix, AZ 85082-3572. 

Please take special care in ensuring all information is legible. 

Name (1): ____________________________________  E-mail: ________________________________  

Name (2): ____________________________________  E-mail: ________________________________ 

! For renewing members, please check if all following information remains same.  

Address:  ____________________________________________________________________________  

City: _______________________________ State: ______________ Zip Code: ____________________  

Phone (Home):  ________________________________ (Cell): _________________________________ 

! Do not publish my information to the CACSS membership list. (Note: we do not share information.) 

Areas of volunteer interest: ______________________________________________________________  

How did you hear about us:  _____________________________________________________________ 

Includes monthly full-color newsletter via e-mail. 

Annual Membership Fee:   ! Individual $20       ! Family $25 

Multi-year renewal (x) Years ___________ = Total Fees Submitted ___________ 

Please share your ideas for speakers or how we can improve your club experience:  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

If you would like to speak to someone about your membership please contact Membership Chair Beth Kirkpatrick at 

centralarizonacatus@gmail.com or 480-275-4833.  We look forward to your continued participation in the club.
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